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Contemporary evidence
When researching early or ‘forbidden’ historical subjects it can be a considerable challenge finding primary sources that give a first-hand experience of contemporary events. In some periods, such as post-Roman, there is very little documented evidence, to the point where we only know of the existence of some kings purely from coins.

In social groups where an inability to read and write produced virtually no first-hand documentation, we often rely on the notes of doctors or courts. Women were very rarely taught to read – never mind write – until the 18th century. There are exceptions that light up the past with their first-hand experiences of life, and often love, but these gems are fragmented and rare.

All is not lost, however, to the researcher who is prepared to do some lateral thinking, as there are other forms of contemporary evidence in the form of paintings, sculpture and needlework. Many of these were produced by artisans who were ‘unlatinied’, but their evidence is every bit as important as ‘official’ documents of the day and often much more thrilling.

An example of this is the ‘Sheela-na-gig’, a shocking, immediately noticeable figure found in Celtic and medieval stonework. ‘Sheela’ is most commonly depicted as a squat, ugly female creature using her hands to display grotesquely large genitals (Figure 1). These well-known sexual idioms were sometimes perceived as threatening but more often were a symbol of fruitfulness. Many ‘Sheelas’ seem to be almost Roman goddess-like, as if the physical presence of the wearer’s full shape right up the waist.

The more ‘forbidden’ elements of society can often be found in glorious colour and three-dimensional obscene detail far up in roof tops, where the artist never expected that the masturbating demon or full-breasted nun could be seen from the floor far below. A rooftop tour of some cathedrals, palaces and great halls can be quite an eye-opener – rivalling any current risqué television programme – if you bring with you a pair of binoculars to look inside, rather than out, of the building.

Pictures of hell and other biblical horror stories allowed the artist to produce scenes of the most extraordinary sexual depravities on walls and ceilings. These paintings were held up as a dreadful warning to the sinner, and were in stark contrast to the peaceful harp-playing angels within the paradise for the pure. The only problem is that for quite a number of observers, hell looked rather more fun than an endless music concert in the setting of ‘garden open day’. I am sure the artist was aware that his work would produce shocked crowds who would be appalled for long periods of time and perhaps come back the next day to be appalled once again. Wealth through trade brought more social mobility in the 14th century which, in turn, brought crowds, and their silver, to towns competing for attention, and there is no doubt that titillating art forms would bring in the audiences.

Allegorical imagery
Sexual desire is often locked in layers of allegorical imagery. Some are obvious, for example, a purse is also a scrotum, whilst mermaids are one symbol for a prostitute. Roses, with their folds of petals, appear frequently as a vagina, whilst erect penis swords and poles are seen thrust between the legs of statues or doorframes or in tree knots. A decorated poem may show virginity as a far-off castle, containing a maiden peering through her window, with chamber after chamber having closed doors. As the poem progresses, the illustrator may show some of the doors open. This is subtler than it sounds as that image, perhaps carved in wood or carefully painted, may be part of a marvellous myriad landscape of human life. Those readers familiar with the extraordinary works of Hieronymus Bosch may know the triptych known as the ‘Garden of Earthly Delights’ showing sensual and erotic love at many levels.

Sexual imagery could include everyday objects, including weaponry. ‘Bollock’ daggers look exactly that: a sharp blade topped with a pair of wooden testicles as a handle. Aristotle’s orgasm described as “a little death” came to full fruition in these daggers.

Jewellery and clothing
Jewellery and pilgrim pins to be worn on hats or dangling from bodices could be positively pornographic. I have a hatpin of a vagina riding on the back of a horse. The vagina is crowned and is a reference to the king of the day, possibly Richard II. I also have a small penis plus testicles, in pewter, that can be worn as a ribald joke item dangling from the wrist cuff (Figure 2).

The art of the dressmaker drew in tight waists, exposed breasts or made nipple patterns on stomachers whilst men strutted around in huge codpieces, and in mediaeval times some very tight hose indeed was in evidence that revealed the wearer’s full shape right up the waist.

Bare buttocks above dropped trousers poke out from ceiling corners and at the top of pillars carved in wood and...
Stone and even on the edge of some seats in church. Great fun, when you know what you are looking for and if you consider that some Christian services lasted for 3 hours and people were obliged to attend. Perhaps these artisans were offering a humorous service too?

Symbols of desire
During the frustrating medieval days of ‘Courtly Love’ the man and woman were supposed to pine and wax lyrical, being able only to glance at those they desired without ever touching, except perhaps in a dance. This concept of pure knights and sighing damsels had cult status in England at one time in honour of the legend of King Arthur and also became fashionable in foreign courts such as in France. The result was a large quantity of art born out of pure frustration and no doubt given to those desired as a symbol of unrequited love. Many of these pieces tell passionate tales with black humour, such as the chest made in Berne in Switzerland showing a woman grating a man’s heart and another with a man covered in arrow quills as if martyred by a woman’s rejection of him.

What we can’t tell is if the artisans concerned were briefed in each case by the client or if they interpreted the passion and sexual desire of humanity. What is sure, however, is that these relics from the past tell brilliant and colourful tales of real lives; the lives of our ancestors in all their ribald glory.
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